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Introduction
• The Electronic Money Association
• Innovative payments’ experience in the last 15 years
• The EU regulatory landscape and new participants
• The E-money Directives (I and II) - significant steps
• The Payment Services Directive (PSD), a new regime for
payment service providers
• Trends and opportunities
• AML and mobile payments –a case study
• Summary
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Lessons from other innovative payments
• During the 1990’s a wave of new payment products were launched,
looking to displace cash as a means of payment
• Mondex
• Visacash
• Proton, Banksys, Chipknip
• Some online payment products: Digicash, First Virtual
• Universal experience of poor take-up by consumers, but good business
proposition for merchants and banks
• For card based products: some success with ‘unattended terminals’

Lessons from US experience with prepaid
• Early 2000’s; prepaid gift voucher innovation in the US, where gift card
Malls were created
• Evolved to include open loop and scheme branded cards
• Key distinction from 90’s experience:

• Consumer proposition limited and well defined
• Marketed and sold as a retail and not banking product
• Evolving business proposition
• Transfer to Europe has needed to address differing business and social
practices

The EU landscape – a regulatory evolution
• Up until 2000, payments provision was not regulated in a harmonised
manner – no EU wide legislation
• Money transfer was for example regulated as a banking activity in
some member states, and financially unregulated in others
• Prepaid payments were regarded as confined to credit institutions
• In 2000, the E–money Directive (EMD) created a carve-out from
banking; establishing electronic money issuers; as a new type of CI

• This created the opportunity for new players to enter the marketplace
• We now needed a business case and a compelling consumer
proposition!

The EU landscape – a regulatory evolution
• At the end of 2007 harmonisation was extended to other payment
services, and the Payment Services Directive (PSD) was born.
Intended to encourage the creation of the Single Euro Payment Area. It
achieved three objectives:
• It created a new type of FI known as a Payment Institution (PI)
• It applied conduct of business (COB) rules that to all payments
• It prohibited discrimination on membership of payment systems
• In 2009, the E–money Directive was updated and revised, including a
provision for issuers to offer all payment services offered by a PI

EMD2: evolution of the EMD
• Lower initial capital and ongoing own funds requirements.
• Lower initial capital (barrier to entry) €350k
• Own funds subject to discretionary risk assessed ±20%
• Scope of activities to include all payment services offered by a PI
• Other:

• Wider scope of investments for float assets, and safeguarding
• Waiver purse limit removed, but prudential supervision allowed
• Prohibition on payment of interest to users; differentiate from
deposits

Business evolves in new regulatory regime
• The EMD provided the opportunity for new players to attempt to offer
prepaid payment services
• This coincided with the growth of the Internet
• PayPal grew symbiotically with Ebay

• Other issuers focused on the gaming landscape
• Some on undercutting money remittance cost
• New products focus on digital goods, particularly mobile
• Established products take on more automated functionality
• Integration into banking network provides further value

Growth in prepaid market 2003-2009

Contribution of the new regulatory regime
Opportunities for new entrants or stand-alone banking group companies:
• Lower overall regulatory burden
• Lower barrier to entry
• Wider scope of service offering
• Can combine financial services with non financial business

• Mobile Network Operators can offer e-money without affecting the
nature of prepaid airtime fund;
• Proportionate regime; safeguard only e-money related funds
• Hold ‘own funds’ relating only to the regulated element of the
business

Contribution, opportunities …
• The right to join (non designated) payment systems, such as card
schemes
• Enables issuers to occupy a larger part of the value chain
• And to take charge of own compliance and scheme obligations
• The exemptions from regulation under the limited network exemption
(copied into the EMD) will re-classify many gift and corporate incentive
products; removing the burden of regulation
• May end up creating a payments specialist business!

Some trends
• Much resource and time is being focused on mobile money transfer; the
market size and revenue potential are significant
• Less visible, are mobile intermediaries looking to build on the use of
airtime to pay for third party goods and services
• Mobile means of accessing online payment products are a relatively
easy addition for new payment service providers
• The association of RFID chips with phones, linked to a variety of
payment products is a curious development – the phone enables SMS
confirmations to be received eg. PayPal & Bling

• Online providers diversifying, creating offline offerings and vice versa
• It is the product opportunities that continue to characterise the evolution,
rather than generalised offerings

Money laundering and mobile payments
• ML regulation has been cited as disproportionately restricting
business for some mobile products
• The ML regime provides for a range of provisions including:
•

Undertaking customer due diligence (DD), both initial and ongoing

•

Having systems to monitor and detect suspicious activity

•

Reporting such activity to the relevant Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU)

•

Keeping records of transactions and of evidence of DD for a given period of time

•

Training and informing relevant personnel of the legislative obligations and how
ML may take place

Why initial DD can be a challenge
• Mobile payments typically comprise small values; ranging from
€0.50 to €100 or more; with values under €10 predominating
– The relative cost of undertaking conventional due diligence on customers at the
outset is significant

• Where there is no prior relationship with a customer, a DD step at
the outset can act as a barrier to take-up of the new service
• The means of undertaking due diligence varies from one country to
another, whether face to face or remotely.
– In developed countries the availability of data on customers varies considerably
– In developing countries, even paper documents are not always available

The risk of mobile ML in practice
• The following are generalisations for low value payment products

• Risks:
– The greatest risk lies with fraudulent or complicit merchants who would
receive criminal funds masquerading as legitimate payments
– The most prevalent typology for online payments relates to funding fraud,
introducing fraudulent funds by funding with stolen credit cards
– The risk of conventional money laundering is low, as the values transacted
are low, and introducing large amounts of criminal funds will risk discovery in a
number of ways
– With money transfer products, the risk is increased and tighter control of
transaction limits is needed; as is more intelligent monitoring
– Use of airtime as a proxy for cash may pose a risk

The risk of mobile ML in practice
•

The mitigants:
– Transactions are visible, and merchants can be made subject to rigorous and
ongoing DD
– Funding fraud hits PSP’s revenue, and is usually addressed robustly
– Transaction monitoring is relatively easy to incorporate and can be made into
a sophisticated tool that not only identifies suspicions but tracks would be
criminals
– With money transfer products, the risk is increased as funds have multiple
means of leaving the system, and tighter control of transaction limits is
needed; as well as some DD
– Mobile payment products have however a rich seam of information to give
would be investigators
– Airtime resellers implement fraud systems that also contribute to addressing ML

An approach to resolution
• Agreed a fixed cumulative transaction limit before which DD is
required – including requisite legal interpretation
– If necessary allow money to enter but not exit the system before DD

• Identified vulnerabilities in the systems; then put in place limits and
controls to mitigate the risks or scenarios. Then repeated bimonthly!
• Explore what is interpreted as verification of identity for the given
jurisdiction, with a view to using available data to compensate for
data that is absent

Current challenges
• Some regulator’s interpretation of redemption obligations

• Rules on distribution and agency
• Busy regulatory agenda of member states

Summary
• There are lessons for mobile payments, in the growth of other new
payment services
• The regulatory regime has played a key role in opening up the EU
market for innovation
• The practical implementation of AML is key, and a risk based approach
can resolve some of the challenges associated with CDD obligations
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